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A: This is a JSON string: [{"Question":"What is the name of the
active substance of rabeprazole
(Aldactazide)?","Answer":6},{"Question":"How many grams of
Gluconic Acid monohydrate are needed to prepare 1 L of solution of
Hydrogen Peroxide?","Answer":8},{"Question":"What is the name of
the synthetic procedure used for the preparation of
aspirin?","Answer":22},{"Question":"What is the name of the main
anti-bacterial drug used to treat gonococcal
urethritis?","Answer":19},{"Question":"What is the name of the
synthetic procedure used for the preparation of
morphine?","Answer":17},{"Question":"What is the name of the
drug that is used to treat nausea?","Answer":14},{"Question":"What
is the name of the main drug used to treat
asthma?","Answer":18},{"Question":"What is the name of the drug
used for the treatment of
dysentery?","Answer":15},{"Question":"What is the name of the
synthetic procedure used for the preparation of
citalopram?","Answer":21},{"Question":"What is the name of the
synthetic procedure used for the preparation of Hydrogen
Peroxide?","Answer":8},{"Question":"What is the name of the drug
used for the treatment of
fibromyalgia?","Answer":16},{"Question":"What is the name of the
drug used for the treatment of
gout?","Answer":11},{"Question":"What is the name of the drug
used for the treatment of acute
bronchitis?","Answer":9},{"Question":"What is the name of the drug
used for the treatment of
hemorrhoids?","Answer":10},{"Question":"What is the name of the
synthetic procedure used for the preparation of
calcitonin?","Answer":12},{"Question":"What is the name of the
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drug used for the treatment of
burns?","Answer":13},{"Question":"What is the name of the drug
used for the treatment of
indigestion?","Answer":20},{"Question":"What is the name of the
drug used for the treatment of
cancer?","Answer":14},{"Question":"What is the name of the drug
used for the treatment of bacterial
infections?","Answer":19},{"Question":"What is the name of the
main drug used for the treatment of
fever?","Answer":20},{"Question":"What is the name of the drug
used for the treatment of muscle
spasms?","Answer":19},{"Question":"What is 2d92ce491b
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